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Those data may seem counterintuitive, because they include two Neanderthal genomes rather than just one. For this reason, mutations shared exclusively by Europeans and Neanderthals are split between site patterns ya, yv, and yav, so each of these patterns has a lower frequency than the corresponding pattern would have in an analysis involving only one Neanderthal. The same is not true of Denisovans, because we have only one Denisovan genome. Consequently, yd is more common than yv, and yd than ya, in spite of the well-documented evidence for gene flow into Europeans from Neanderthals but not Denisovans. The data in Fig. S2 are more intuitively accessible, because there is only one Neanderthal genome. Note that in these data ya is more common than yd, implying that Europeans share more derived alleles with Neanderthals than with Denisovans. Also, xd and xa are about equally frequent (implying that Africans are equally related to the two archaics), and ya is more common than xa (implying that Europeans share more with Neanderthals than Africans do).
Legofit analyses
To distinguish between the Legofit package [10] and the legofit program within that package, we capitalize the former but not the latter. The legofit program was used to estimate parameters. The process began by using a text editor to construct a .lgo file, which describes the history of population size, subdivision, and admixture. The file for model αβγδ is on p. 12. The analysis proceeded in four stages, which were parallelized on a cluster computer. The overall estimation pipeline is a shell script, pipeline.sh (p. 13), which launches a series of slurm scripts on the cluster.
In each stage of the analysis, a separate legofit job was run for each of 51 data sets: the real data and 50 bootstrap replicates. The first two stages identified associations among parameters (illustrated in Fig. S3 ). These associations imply that the maximization problem has fewer dimensions than parameters, so after stage 2 we re-expressed all free variables in terms of a reduced set of principal components. In each legofit run, composite likelihood was maximized using the differential evolution (DE) [39] algorithm. This algorithm maintains a swarm of points, each of which represents a point in parameter space.
Stage 1 of the analysis began with points in the DE swarm scattered widely across parameter space. The objective function was evaluated with only modest precision. It is possible that some of these legofit jobs converged onto different local maxima of the composite likelihood surface. At the end of stage 1, each legofit job wrote its own swarm of points to a file. This stage was done by two slurm scripts: a1.slr (p. 14) and a1boot.slr (p. 14).
In stage 2, each legofit job initialized its DE swarm by reading all the state files produced during stage 1. This allowed stage 2 to choose among the local optima discovered during stage 1. During stage 2, each evaluation of the objective function was done to high precision. The slurm scripts for stage 2 are: a2.slr (p. 15) and a2boot.slr (p. 16).
After stage 2, pclgo was used to re-express all free variables in terms of principal components, excluding components that account for less than a fraction 0.001 of the total variance. The slurm script for this step is pclgo.slr (p. 18). It generated file b.lgo (p. 18).
Stages 3 and 4 were analogous to stages 1 and 2. Stage 3 operated at modest precision and generated 51 state files. Then stage 4, which operated at high precision, read these state files so that legofit could choose among local optima. The slurm scripts for stages 3 and 4 are: b1.slr (p. 21), b1boot.slr (p. 22), b2.slr (p. 22), and b2boot.slr (p. 24) .
After all four stages had run for a particular model, bepe was run as follows: Setting LC_ALL=C ensured that the bash shell would sort input files in a consistent order on different machines. This produced file b2.bepe. The first line in this file gives the bepe value for the real data, and the remaining lines give bepe values for bootstrap replicates. The bepe values in table 1 of the main text were taken from the top lines of the b2.bepe files for the various models.
For each model, we also created a file called b2.flat, which contains estimates for each parameter (in columns) and each data set (in rows). This was done as follows:
LC_ALL=C flatfile.py b2.legofit b2boot*.legofit > b2.flat
On our server, we keep the analysis of each model in its own directory. These directories have names such as a (for model α), ab (for αβ), and so on. From the parent directory, we executed booma as follows:
This created file all.bma, which provided the booma weights in table 1 of the main text.
Finally, we used the Legofit program bootci.py:
bootci.py all.bma > all.bootci
This generated all.bootci, which contains model-averaged point estimates and confidence intervals for all parameters.
Effect of sequencing error and somatic mutations
Sequencing errors and somatic mutations have similar effects, since both tend to occur as rare variants that appear only once in the sample. This section asks how these processes affect site pattern frequencies. We focus on sequencing error, with the understanding that similar comments apply to somatic mutation. Although all site patterns may be affected by sequencing error, the effect is largest on singleton site patterns. Because the vast majority of the genome is monomorphic, most errors occur at monomorphic sites. These errors usually appear as single, spurious heterozygotes at sites that are otherwise monomorphic. Such sites contribute only to singleton site patterns. Let us evaluate the magnitude of this effect.
Consider the singleton site pattern x, which refers to the case in which the derived allele is present in a random nucleotide sampled from population X but is absent in homologous nucleotides sampled from the other populations. This site pattern occurs at site j with probability z xj = p Xj q Y j q V j q Aj q Dj , where p Xj is the frequency of the derived allele at site j among samples from X, and the qs are homologous ancestral allele frequencies among samples from Europe, the Vindija Neanderthal, the Altai Neanderthal, and Denisovan [10]. To tabulate site pattern frequencies, we sum z xj across the genome, and then normalize so that the frequencies sum to unity.
At the vast majority of sites, all sampled nucleotides are copies of the ancestral allele, so that (absent sequencing error) p Xj = 0, q Y j = q V j = q Aj = q Dj = 1, and z xj = 0. Suppose however that a sequencing error occurs at site j in one of the k X genomes sampled from population X, generating a spurious heterozygote. In this case, p Xj = z xj = 1/2k X . Such a site would contribute 1/2k X to site pattern x but would contribute nothing to other site patterns.
How frequent are such errors across the genome? Let v (i) X denote the probability that a homozygous site is incorrectly called as a heterozygote in the ith genome sampled from population
X , one of the k X genomes from population X is a spurious X is small enough that we can ignore higher-order terms.) The expected contribution of sequencing error to z xj is the product of 1/2k X and k
X is the mean error rate in population X.
In summary, sequencing errors cause a positive bias in z xj , which is on average equal tov X /2. This generates a positive bias in estimates of singleton site pattern frequencies. The bias in site pattern frequencies is somewhat larger, because the process of normalizing frequencies involves multiplying by a factor greater than unity. Nonetheless, it remains true that the frequencies of singleton site patterns have a positive bias, which is proportional to the per-nucleotide error rate. This error rate may vary among populations, so some singleton site patterns may have a larger bias than others. Somatic mutations would add a similar bias. Table S1 shows model-averaged parameter estimates and confidence intervals. These values are graphed in Fig. 4 of the main text. Table S2 shows parameter estimates under model α. Table S3 shows estimates under model αβγδ using a data set that excludes the Vindija Neanderthal genome.
Supplementary results

Chimpanzee genome
#SBATCH --time=24:00:00 #SBATCH --nodes 1 #SBATCH --ntasks 1 #SBATCH -o chimp.raf.gz . Overall pipeline #!/bin/bash # Slurm pipeline. sbatch returns a string of form "Submitted batch # job 123456". We only want the last word in this string. The sbatch # steps below initially set a variable equal to the entire # string. Then we extract the last word with a command like j1=${j1##* # }. The syntax here is obscure to me but seems to work. 
